
 
 
 
 

 
 Fourth Grade Facts January 

2020 
     Important Dates: 
 
        Jan. 22-24th  

Early Dismissal 
11:40 am 

 
           Jan. 27  
          No School 
 
            Jan. 28  
     Quarter 3 Begins 
 

Looking Ahead: 
 

Feb. 3 
Candy Gram Sales Start  
Report Cards Issued 

 
           Feb. 17 
          No School 
 
           Feb. 28 
    Williamsburg Field Trip 
 

 
 
 
 
 

 

 
 
 
 

Mrs. Randall’s Class 
 

 

Kelley.Randall@poquoson.k12.va.us 

Snacks: 
Healthy snacks are welcome in our classroom every day. Please pack something 
that can be eaten easily at a desk. No spoons, straws, etc., if possible.   

Encore 
*See the schedule on 
our classroom website. 
We will also write this in 
our planners each week. 
A-Library 
B-Media 
C-P.E. 
D-Art 
E-Music 
F-Spanish 

Reading: 
This quarter, we have been reading historical fiction, realistic fiction, and non-
fiction as we continue to practice applying strategies such as identifying repeated 
words, synonyms, or words that fit into the same category used by authors to 
help us determine the main idea of a text. We have also practiced writing 
summary statements in our own words, including these elements: Somebody (the 
character), Wants, But (conflict), So (resolution), Then (ending). Once written, we 
can try to match our summary to a given answer choice. This ensures we have all 
of the correct elements of a summary. 

Writing: 
We are just about finished publishing our “Expert Reports” in class. Students 
used notes from mini-lessons, checklists, and examples to plan, draft, and 
publish five paragraph essays about a topic of their choice. This project did not 
include any research. Our third quarter writing will include researching a topic 
with support from our library and media teachers. 

Word Study: 
Our word study program will continue to take place in class, on a daily basis. 
Students will only receive new word lists every two weeks, as I prefer to meet 
with them multiple times as they learn to generalize and apply the patterns within 
the context of writing. I will give a mid-year assessment that is not graded, but 
will help me to determine which patterns may need to be revisited, or if students 
need to move to a different group to continue on their progression.  

Math: 
If your student is not fluent in their basic multiplication facts 1-12 at this 
point in the year, it is likely that our fractions unit was very difficult for 
them. Please continue to be diligent in having your child practice their facts 
using flashcards, apps, Reflex math, etc. If you need copies of flashcards or 
the log in for Reflex, please email me.  
 
Math moves very quickly in order for teachers to ensure all of the fourth 
grade standards are taught prior to the end of year state testing. I review 
all skills every day so that students don’t forget past concepts. We are 
gearing up for our decimals unit, which includes place value to the 
thousandths, adding, subtracting, rounding, comparing, and ordering. 
 Virginia Studies: 
We are wrapping up our science units on living systems and weather, and will 
shift back into VA Studies in quarter 3. We will quickly review the American 
Revolution, and begin learning about what happened after independence from 
the King of England was won, in a unit called New Nation.  

http://meridian.adams12.org/events

